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Abstract

This report presents a new method, to the best of the author’s
knowledge, for statistical language modeling. The method defines the
structure of the Language Model based on class dependent N-grams,
supporting multiple linguistic classes per word terminal, and on the
Factorial Language Model statistical framework. This method differs
from formerly published ones essentially in the linguistic classes pre-
diction model, which is built combining in a novel manner a knowledge
based approach with a data-driven technique. Based on linguistic ex-
pertise it is assumed that only part of the manually selected linguis-
tic factors are conditionally independent of the other ones given their
own histories. This assumption, which reflects the rôle the factors
play in many real applications, leads to a proper factorization and to
the partial definition of the statistical model main structure. Then, a
data-driven technique is applied for selecting just the factors (linguistic
features) required to build an accurate enough model. The proposed
algorithm, which is similar to one that has been developed for the
so-called Buried Markov Models, may be particularly effective in some
circumstance, for instance when some annotation deficiencies affect the
text corpus. The effectiveness of this method could be empirically veri-
fied in some applications. One experiment succeeded verifying a special
ability to select proper factors in some particular circumstances.
..........
And based on comparative (in relation to standard class-dependent N-
gram) experiments ...
..........
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1 Introduction

The ability of the language model (LM) to represent with enough accuracy
the real linguistic structure and redundancy patterns present in an appli-
cation, reducing properly and as much as possible the task perplexity, is in
general crucial for the performance of the system using that LM.

In the automatic speech recognition (ASR) field in particular, it is well
known how strongly the error rates depend on the quality of the LM. The
most common approach to ASR language modeling is based on N-grams,
typically implementing bigrams or trigrams, though higher order models,
such as pentagrams, have been used too. Generally the N-grams are built
following a pure data-driven approach, simply based on the relative frequen-
cies of the words sequences observed in some available data. This approach
practically avoids any expertise on linguistics, which usually is regarded as
very convenient. By the other side, if the vocabulary size exceeds just a few
thousands different words, then the sparse data estimation usually becomes
a serious problem. Over-fitting occurs and therefore the generalization abil-
ity is poor. For instance, if around ten thousand different words exist then
even admitting a poorly connected syntax billiards of tri-gram entries (up-
per bound 1012) must be properly trained, so demanding an huge amount
of data containing several repetitions for each tri-gram entry. Nowadays,
recognition systems for applications based on vocabularies with hundreds of
thousands words are quite common, and obviously then it is not possible to
train robustly basic N-grams even if the value of N is kept small.

Statistical modelling techniques based on data sharing or smoothing
principles have been developed and are generally used. That is the case
of the linear combination of different order N-grams (deleted-interpolation
methods)[S. Chen (1998)]. Other common approaches are the N-grams based
on back-off strategies and on discount techniques[S. Chen (1996)]. In spite
of the inestimable value of those techniques, at least in some specific circum-
stances, different solutions, for instance directly involving linguistic knowl-
edge, would reach better compromises to mitigate the data sparsity estima-
tion problem.

Consequently, other conceptually different approaches for improving the
models have been developed. Some in particular, based on the idea of en-
coding into the N-gram linguistic knowledge by making explicit relevant
linguistic features and their inter-dependencies, have been quite success-
ful. For instance, the so-called class-dependent N-grams[Brown et al.(1992)]
have demonstrated to alleviate substantially the data sparsity estimation
problem.

In the case of some applications exhibiting relatively complex linguistic
patterns involving multiple linguistic features, besides the words, new and
better approaches to exploit those patterns are needed[K. Kirchhoff (2008)].
The inefficiencies of the standard class-dependent N-grams that can be used
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in systems built for such applications are largely due to shortcomings of the
models statistical structure, rather than the implementation and training
aspects. Hopefully, methods that combine properly linguistic expertise with
data-driven structure learning approaches, based on both descriptive and
locally discriminative criteria, may improve the models and alleviate the
data scarcity effects in those specific applications. Briefly, that was the
main motivation for the work here reported.

The structure of this document is as follows. Section 2 presents the
class-dependent N-gram based structure supporting the proposed model,
considering a variation that does not obligates any word to belong to an
unique class. A brief discussion is then presented comparing, in terms of
modelling accuracy, this model with a standard N-gram. A few notes con-
cerning the training robustness are also included. Section 3 is dedicated
to the linguistic classes prediction model. Initially are addressed specific
properties of the applications that motivated the proposed solutions. Then
is presented the knowledge based approach that leads to the model main
factorization. Finally is presented the data-driven method for selecting the
factors used in the classes prediction model. Empirical results obtained us-
ing this method are presented in Section 4. The first results are related
to the factors selection method special efficiency when, for instance, some
specific circumstances affect the annotation data used on training. And in
the second part are shown results that were obtained comparing, based on a
typical application, the proposed method with the standard class-dependent
N-gram based approach.

2 The language model main structure

2.1 The class-dependent N-gram based model

Given a sequence of words ω1:T
1, the Language Model estimates the prob-

ability P (ω1:T ). Using the chain rule this probability can be factorized as
∏

t P (ωt|ω1:t−1). Let begin assuming that each word, ω′, in the vocabu-
lary belongs to a linguistic class, c′, (often c′ is a multivariate instantia-
tion, representing multiple linguistic features). Then, the conditional prob-
ability P (ωt|ω1:t−1) could be computed based on the result P (ωt|ω1:t−1) =
P (ωt|ct, ω1:t−1)P (ct|ω1:t−1). Generally, these estimates need to be approx-
imated leading to the common formulation, based on the class-dependent
N-gram, P (ωt|ω1:t−1) ≃ P (ωt|ct, ωt−N+1:t−1)P (ct|ct−M+1:t−1).

At this point, it is important to notice that at least in the case of the
Portuguese language the assumption made that each word in the vocabulary

1Whenever not ambiguous, ωa:b is used to represent, depending on the context, the
sequence of words {ωa, ωa+1, . . . , ωb} or the vectorial variable (ωa, ωa+1, . . . , ωb).
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belongs to an unique linguistic class is quite abusive in many circumstances.
For instance, in the case of using part-of-speech tags, some words may be
an adverb or else an adjective or a noun, depending on the context, and the
same occurs in relation to nouns and some verbal forms, etc.. The existence
of many words belonging to several thematic (or semantic) tags, which often
is an useful linguistic feature, is just another illustrative example. Therefore,
the following model is here used to estimate the conditional probabilities:
P (ωt|ω1:t−1) =

∑

ct
P (ωt|ct, ω1:t−1)P (ct|ω1:t−1). Naturally, the summation

can be restricted to just a few parcels (for instance using some simple word-
dependent indexing mechanism), optimizing the model operation. Such as
in the initial model, due to the training data limitations the conditional
probabilities in the summation usually need to be approximated by lower
order models. The key point is that in general the model P (ωt|ct, ω1:t−1)
needs to be more severely simplified than the model P (ct|ω1:t−1). This is
related to the fact that the size of the words vocabulary is much larger
than the number of linguistic classes. Let assume that the approxima-
tion P (ωt|ct, ω1:t−1) ≃ P (ωt|ct, ωt−N+1:t−1) is acceptable, corresponding to
a class dependent N-gram. In relation to the linguistic classes model, let
assume the conditional independence Ct ⊥⊥ W1:t−1|Ct−M+1:t−1, that is, it is
considered that the previous words do not help significantly to predict Ct

if Ct−M+1:t−1 is known, with M large enough. Therefore, it is accepted the
approximation P (ct|ω1:t−1) ≃ P (ct|ct−M+1:t−1). Accordingly, the proposed
model becomes:

P (ωt|ω1:t−1) ≃
∑

ct

P (ωt|ct, ωt−N+1:t−1)P (ct|ct−M+1:t−1) (1)

Often at least a few tens of thousands different words exist and the available
data imposes a very low value for N (for instance, tri-grams or even bi-grams
are typical in ASR). Contrarily, the number of (composite) linguistic cate-
gories in general is much lower, let say not exceeding one thousand and, in
many applications, well bellow this value. Besides, usually the probabilistic
distributions correspondent to the linguistic features are relatively applica-
tion independent, allowing the use of out of application data. Therefore, in
general M can be substantially larger than N .

2.2 Basic assessment of the model quality

An essential quality of the model is its descriptive power. In order to simplify
the following analysis, let begin considering again that each word in the
vocabulary belongs to an unique linguistic class, so that P (ωt|ω1:t−1) ≃
P (ωt|ct, ωt−N+1:t−1)P (ct|ct−M+1:t−1), where c = c(ω),∀ω is known. Then,
the conditional probability expected log-value E = E[log(P (ωt|ω1:t−1))], over
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a representative data set {ω
(l)
1:Tl

}Ll=1, can be approximated as follows:

∑

ωt−M+1:t

P (ωt−M+1:t)log(P (ωt|ct, ωt−N+1:t−1)P (ct|ct−M+1:t−1))

=
∑

ωt−M+1:t

P (ωt−M+1:t)log
(P (ωt, ct|ωt−N+1:t−1)

P (ct|ωt−N+1:t−1)
P (ct|ct−M+1:t−1)

)

=
∑

ωt−N+1:t

P (ωt−N+1:t)logP (ωt|ωt−N+1:t−1)

+
∑

ωt−M+1:t

P (ωt−M+1:t)log
P (ct|ct−M+1:t−1)

P (ct|ωt−N+1:t−1)

The first term in this expression simply is the conditional probability ex-
pected log-value if using a standard N-gram. Concerning to the second term,
still keeping the assumption that c = c(ω), it can be written:

∑

ωt−M+1:t

P (ωt−M+1:t)log
P (ct|ct−M+1:t−N , ct−N+1:t−1)

P (ct|ct−N+1:t−1)

=
∑

ωt−M+1:t

P (ωt−M+1:t)log
P (ct, ct−M+1:t−N |ct−N+1:t−1)

P (ct|ct−N+1:t−1)P (ct−M+1:t−N |ct−N+1:t−1)

which shows clearly that it represents the conditional mutual information
I(ct; ct−M+1:t−N |ct−N+1:t−1). Therefore, if on average ct−M+1:t−N conveys
relevant information concerning the outcome of ct, not already conveyed by
ct−N+1, then this model has substantially more descriptive power than a
standard N-gram. And, such as shown, that difference corresponds to the
conditional mutual information I(ct; ct−M+1:t−N |ct−N+1:t−1) measured over
some representative data set.

It can be expected that the proposed model becomes especially advan-
tageous if: 1) the linguistic classes sequences observed in the real distri-
bution exhibit a low entropy behaviour, and 2) the value of N is not suf-
ficient large to ”capture” this (hidden) behaviour, and 3) the value of M
can be made large enough to achieve an accurate enough classes prediction
model. The initial condition, corresponding to sharp conditional probabil-
ities P (ct|c1:t−1) over the real distribution, can be observed in many appli-
cations (for instance, 2 to 3 bit of information sufficed in some results in
Section 4 related to an application with approximately 50 different linguis-
tic classes). And the circumstance that N is small is quite common indeed,
due (mainly) to the training resources limitations. Finally, in relation to
having a ”large M” two key aspects must be stressed, both leading to the
satisfaction of this goal: one is related to the fact that the number of linguis-
tic categories often is relatively small (comparing with the words vocabulary
size, for instance), facilitating the robust training of higher order models (M-
grams); the other is based on the fact that generally the linguistic classes
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distributions are less application dependent than the words (terminals) dis-
tributions, and so additional non-specific data sets may be used to train
higher order models.

At this point it is important to recall that the assumption c = c(ω) is not
valid in the proposed model. However, since most of the words belong to
just a few linguistic classes, besides that many belong to only one linguistic
class, it seems reasonable to extend the conclusion on the descriptive power
increase.
..........
The following results were obtained running a simulation on a typical appli-
cation (related to the one presented in the Section 4). Shortly, the data set
main characteristics (more detailed presented in the Section 4 are: vocab-
ulary size ... estimated entropy; linguistic features ... size; etc.. Figure ??

shows the likelihood of the proposed model (equation ...), for different con-
figurations of N and M (N ∈ {2, 3, 4} and N < M ∈ {3, 4, 5}), over the
referred data set. Figure ?? shows the (average) likelihood difference, in
relation to a standard N-gram (N ∈ 2, 3, 4), and the estimated MI (also for
different values of M and N ...
It is particularly interesting to notice ... according/contrarily to ...
..........

Another key aspect concerns to the model robustness. An extensive anal-
ysis presents some difficulties, preventing its development here, but a few
relevant aspects may be briefly emphasized using an ”equivalent” N-gram,
which obviously has less parameters to adjust, as a comparative model. Two
conditional probability tables (CPTs) need to be trained: the CPT1 refers to
the class-dependent N-gram; and the CPT2 contains the M-gram entries cor-
responding to the linguistic classes prediction model. For small or medium
vocabularies and many different linguistic categories (let say, exceeding a
few hundreds), likely the CPT2 is larger than the CPT1. Though, in the
case of large vocabularies (at least some tens of thousands words), actually
when the proposed model is potentially more useful, the CPT2 likely is (for
typical values of N and M) much smaller than the CPT1. Therefore, let
focus on the CPT1 training robustness. In terms of the average samples per
parameter (ASPP), at first it seems this ratio is much smaller, by a factor
L equal to the number of different linguistic classes, in the proposed model.
However, in many typical applications almost every word in the vocabulary
maps into just a small part of the linguistic categories set (and many words
belong to an unique category), therefore leading to a very sparse CPT1. In
conclusion, although eventually it can be necessary to train an almost full
CPT1, requiring substantially (L times) more training data comparatively
to a standard N-gram, in many useful applications approximate ASPP ra-
tios - and so similar expected robustness - can be expected for the proposed
model and the N-gram.
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3 The linguistic classes prediction model

3.1 The Factorial Language Model based approach

The linguistic classes prediction model, P (ct|ct−M+1:t−1), is based on the
Factorial Language Model (FLM) approach, that was first introduced in
[J. Bilmes (2002), J. Bilmes (2003)]. The vocabulary words themselves could
also have been treated as factors, i.e., the FLM formalism could have been
used at the global model level. A different approach was followed in this
work, where the factors represent linguistic features but not the words (ter-
minals), also because of the interest to emphasize some aspects presented
in the previous section. Accordingly, ct is viewed as being composed of K
factors, ct = f1:K

t , so that 2 P (ct|ct−M+1:t−1) = P (f1:K
t |f1:K

t−M+1:t−1).
Such as it is often applied, the FLM approach ignores the dependencies

that eventually exist among the factors. A fundamental assumption in this
work is that in many real applications better models can be built improving
their structure in order to account for relevant statistical inter-dependencies.
Let consider a very simple illustrative application where only two factors,
f1
t and f2

t , are used: f1
t represents the thematic tag (sports|fruits|...)

associated to the current word; and f2
t represents the respective gender

inflection (masculine|feminine|neuter). If these factors are considered
independent each other then a simple factorization is performed, leading
to the result P (f1:2

t |f1:2
t−M+1:t−1) =

∏2
i=1 P (f i

t |f
i
t−M+1:t−1). Let now con-

sider the two following hypothesis: 1) the outcome of f1
t is conditionally

independent of f2
1:t, given its own history (f1

t ⊥⊥ f2
1:t|f

1
1:t−1); and 2) on the

contrary, f2
t depends strongly of f1

t , even knowing its own history, f2
1:t−1.

These hypothesis seem quite reasonable, at least in the case of the Por-
tuguese language: for instance if the theme is fruit then, contrarily to
the sports context, likely the gender presents a strong statistical bias to
the feminine category regardless of the gender-history ; and by the other
side, for most applications the theme is a relatively conservative linguistic
feature. Therefore, eventually it should be more appropriate to consider
a little more complex statistical structure leading to the following model:
P (f1:2

t |f1:2
t−M+1:t−1) = P (f1

t |f
1
t−M+1:t−1)P (f2

t |f
1
t , f

1:2
t−M+1:t−1). Although this

is just a toy-problem, differences such as these among factors naturally oc-
cur in many real applications. Accordingly, the development of the proposed
linguistic classes prediction model presents an initial step that consists of se-
lecting the respective factors (linguistic features). This step, that is carried
out non-automatically, based on linguistic expertise and on the knowledge of
the application relevant properties, includes distinguishing the independent
and the non-independent factors (f1

t and f2
t , respectively, in the illustrative

example). The subsection 3.2 addresses this question in more detail.

2Whenever not ambiguous,fm:n
t:r is used in this text to represent, for any natural num-

bers t ≤ r and m ≤ n, (fm
t , fm+1

t , . . . , fn
t , f

m
t+1, f

m+1

t+1 , . . . , fn
t+1, . . . , f

m
r , fm+1

r , . . . , fn
r ).
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These richer structures in general bring additional training difficulties re-
lated to the larger contexts that need to be considered. For instance (using
the previous example), in principle good estimates for P (f2

t |f
1
t , f

1:2
t−M+1:t−1)

are more difficult to obtain comparatively to P (f2
t |f

2
t−M+1:t−1). Therefore,

it is proposed one method for optimizing the model structure, according to
some established restrictions and criterion, trying to achieve a good compro-
mise between the descriptive ability and the training robustness. Moreover,
some local discriminative ability, that may have global positive impact in
some relatively common training circumstances, is also introduced. It can
be advanced, in brief, that the method discards the less relevant ”past de-
pendencies” when estimating the non-independent factors conditional prob-
abilities. Based again in the previous example, P (f2

t |f
1
t , f

1:2
t−M+1:t−1) could

be approximated, for instance, by P (f2
t |f

1
t , f

2
t−2), if the method could ”per-

ceive” that practically only the gender instantiation two words before helps
to predict the current word gender). This final step in the model devel-
opment process, that is performed in an automatic manner using a data-
driven algorithm based on an approach developed for the Buried Markov
Models[J. Bilmes (1999)] used in Automatic Speech Recognition, is discussed
in the subsection 3.3.

3.2 The factors selection and the basic model

In simple terms, the candidate factors (linguistic features) are those that
jointly convey information contributing to predict correctly the words in
the sentence, according to the equation 1 (one needs simply to replace c

by f , according to the factors notation). In practice, often other aspects
need to be considered when selecting the factors. In particular the required
data resources are decisive, possibly preventing the use of potentially useful
factors.

Different methods have been used in similar selection problems, from
pure knowledge-based approaches to data-driven methods. According to
the proposed method the factors are selected non-automatically, based on
linguistic expertise. Knowledge about the application linguistic properties
that are relevant to accomplish this selection procedure, eventually collected
by automatic means, is obviously essential. Nevertheless, one interesting
aspect is that very often satisfactory solutions can be easily found, based
on relatively basic linguistic knowledge, besides some common sense. And
naturally in other cases optimized solutions require quite extensive linguistic
expertise. Anyhow, when this task is accomplished must be known the K

factors, f1:K
t , used in the linguistic classes model.

The FLM approach is often applied ignoring the dependencies that even-
tually exist among the factors (though the initial formulation does not im-
poses that assumption), which in general leads to relatively simple models.
Such as it was already stressed (subsection 3.1), for many real applications
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a better compromise between accuracy and robustness (and simplicity) may
be achieved if modelling the most relevant inter-dependencies that really
occur among the selected factors. These dependencies may directly reflect
systematic linguistic knowledge associated to the factors, such as when the
gender inflection can be viewed as an useful attribute of the noun but not
of the verb (in the Portuguese language, at least, the gender is necessarily
neuter for verbs), or else may be based essentially on relevant statistical de-
pendencies simply observed in the data. Accordingly, the proposed method
requires splitting the selected factors into two groups: one group is composed
of any factor that (criteriously) is considered to be conditionally indepen-
dent of the other ones, if its own history is known; and the remaining factors
compose the other group. Such as for the factors selection task, based on
some linguistic expertise and general problem solving skills, this grouping
operation must be performed non-automatically. In this work it was not
made any attempt to create a dedicated automatic method, though it is
obviously possible to use some simple, and eventually effective enough, ”ad-
hoc” approaches. It must be stressed that eventually the differentiation of
the factors into these two groups is also greatly motivated by some conditions
(restrictions) beyond the linguistic considerations. In particular, the avail-
able training resources may be determinant in this context. For instance,
choosing the lesser of two evils, if no appropriate data is available maybe is
preferable to model one factor in an isolated manner (considering only its
dependency on its own history), even if a relevant statistical dependency ex-
ists in relation to other factors, than simply not using that particular factor.
Independently of the reasons behind the factors differentiation, by the end
of this step it must be known, in relation to each previously selected factor,
if it is going to be modeled ”independently” or not.

For the sake of clarity and not compromising the model generality, let
consider that the ”independent” factors correspond to the lower upper-
indexes. So, it is assumed that each factor f1

t , f
2
t , . . . , f

J
t , with J < K, is

conditionally independent of the others given its own history, or equivalently,
if 1 ≤ i ≤ J then f i

t ⊥⊥ f
j
1:t|f

i
1:t−1,∀j 6= i. Simultaneously, this property is

not valid for the remaining factors, therefore each factor fJ+1
t , fJ+2

t , . . . , fK
t

is not going to be modeled as conditionally independent of the other factors.
Then, based on the assumptions made, the baseline linguistic classes

prediction model can be expressed as follows:

P (ct|ct−M+1:t−1) = P (fJ+1:K
t |f1:J

t , f1:K
t−M+1:t−1)

J
∏

i=1

P (f i
t |f

i
t−M+1:t−1)(2)

The conditional probabilities P (f i
t |f

i
t−M+1:t−1) correspond to standard M-

grams. In relation to the model that computes P (fJ+1:K
t |f1:J

t , f1:K
t−M+1:t−1),

in the next section is presented an automatic method that tries to optimize
its final structure according to an appropriate objective criterion.
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3.3 The model structure optimization

If a few dozen factors are used, which is nothing remarkable, then becomes
difficult to build a robust model to compute accurately the probabilities
P (fJ+1:K

t |f1:J
t , f1:K

t−M+1:t−1) even if M is small (in general M is not larger
than a few units and typically J and K are larger). By the other side,
the relevance of the factors and the respective histories for the accuracy of
this model certainly is quite variable, and likely in many applications some
components of (f1:J

t , f1:K
t−M+1:t−1) are practically irrelevant. Accordingly, the

main goal is to develop one method for selecting only these most relevant
components. The basic ideas, assumptions made, and criteria behind the
proposed method and algorithms, are presented next.

It is assumed that only ”past” factors, in f1:K
t−M+1:t−1, may be discarded.

In relation to the ”current” factors f1:J
t , they must be kept as established

in the original model. If in some particular application this restriction is
not acceptable then the method may be modified, for instance with minor
changes only some of the chosen factors in f1:J

t may continue to be imposed.
In order to make the exposition more clear, let begin considering that the
symbol Z stands for the random vectorial variable which components are
selected from f1:K

t−M+1:t−1. So, the main goal consists of defining an optimal
Z, in the sense that a good compromise is achieved between the accuracy
and the robustness of the model P (fJ+1:K

t |f1:J
t , Z). Another assumption

made is that an unique Z is defined, independently of the f1:J
t particular

instantiations, simplifying the implementation of the method. However,
given some particular application (and data) for which this restriction could
lead to a clearly sub-optimal solution, then the method could be modified
allowing different Z structures depending on f1:J

t .
The criterion initially established for defining Z was based on general

principles of modelling descriptive power and modelling parsimony. There-
fore, each selected factor should convey information, not already present in
f1:J
t or in any other selected factor, effectively relevant to predict correctly
the outcome of fJ+1:K

t . Using an Information Theory common formulation,
any factor f ι

τ ∈ f1:K
t−M+1:t−1 candidate to be a component of Z should ex-

hibit, over a representative data set, a high score for the conditional mutual
information I(fJ+1:K

t ; f ι
τ |f

1:J
t , f1:K

t−M+1:t−1 \f
ι
τ ). In the proposed method the

size of Z is previously established (parameter |Z|), so, this criterion should
lead to choosing the |Z| factors that, as a whole, exhibit the larger score
for the conditional mutual information I(fJ+1:K

t ;Z|f1:J
t ). Or, equivalently,

the selected Z should maximize the conditional likelihood P (fJ+1:K
t |f1:J

t , Z)
over a sufficient large and representative data set, so reinforcing the model
descriptive power.

The definitive criterion for selecting the factors was later established,
complementing the initial criteria with the idea of favouring the factors that
increase, over some representative data set, the difference between the con-
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ditional likelihoods in the correct context, established by f1:J
t , relatively to

the incorrect contexts. This local ”discriminative ability” obviously does not
extends to the global model, since the linguistic classes, including the f1:J

t

factors, are marginalized according to the equations 1 and 2. Nevertheless,
in some circumstances involving the training data this ability may have a
relevant positive impact on the factors selection (such as it is going to be il-
lustrated next and, using a more concrete example, again in the Section 4).
In order to make the exposition more clear, in some of the following ex-
pressions a lighter notation is used (whenever the original notation is more
appropriate, it continues to be used): the symbol X denotes f1:J

t , i.e., X is
the random vectorial variable representing the current values of the ”inde-
pendent” factors; and the symbol Y denotes fJ+1:K

t , i.e., Y is the random
vectorial variable representing the current values of the ”dependent” fac-
tors. Accordingly, the expressions P (fJ+1:K

t |f1:J
t , Z) and P (Y |X;Z) have

the same meaning, such as I(fJ+1:K
t ;Z|f1:J

t ) and I(Y ;Z|X) are identical.
Let now consider a simple illustrative variable selection (or structure

learning) problem. For the sake of clarity and not compromising the idea,
the random variables X, Y and Z are scalars (or unidimensional) and may
take just a few different values, i.e., the number of different classes is very
small: X ∈ {F, S} (for instance, meaning that X is the theme F or else S, re-
spectively, fruit or sport); Y ∈ {A, B, U} (Y corresponds to another linguis-
tic feature) with the value U meaning that Y is unidentified or unknown;
Z(1) ∈ {C, D, V}, which is one of the candidates to be selected as Z, with V

standing for the unknown or unidentified value); and Z(2) ∈ {E, F, W} is the
alternative candidate for Z, with Wmeaning unknown or unidentified). Let
consider that a representative data set presents the conditional probability
distributions P (y, z(1)|x) and P (y, z(2)|x) shown in the Figure 1 3 (due to
edition difficulties, in the figure z(n) is typed as zn). In the simulation were
used the probabilities P (X = F ) = 0.6 and P (X = S) = 0.4. According to
the initial selection criterion, Z(1) is selected since I(Y ;Z(1)|X) = 0.177 >

0.009 = I(Y ;Z(2)|X). Indeed, the pictures clearly show, in both contexts
X = S or X = F , that Z(1) is much more informative than Z(2) about
the outcome of Y . Now, let consider that more data is collected and added
to the initial set, so that the distributions P (y, z(1)|x) and P (y, z(2)|x) be-
come, in this final data set (let name it this way), as shown in the Figure 2.
Such as it can be observed, contrarily to the initial data set, a substantial
part of the new data belongs to the unknown/unidentified classes. And
in the case of Z(1) this unknown/unidentified data distributes almost uni-
formly by the Y classes, while in the case of Z(2) it concentrates in the
class Y = U (let notice that the essential final results would continue valid

3In http://speech-rec-vcp.com is available the Excel file newLMsml.xls containing
these distributions, such as other used later, and the simulation used to generate the
results that are presented next.
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Figure 1: Probabilist distributions corresponding to the initial data set.

if the unknown/unidentified (y, z(1) = V ) distribution was also focused).
Applying again the initial selection criterion, one can verify that now Z(2) is
selected, since I(Y ;Z(1)|X) = 0.208 < 0.471 = I(Y ;Z(2)|X). It is interest-
ing to notice that the distributions corresponding to Z(2), in both contexts
X = F or X = S, are quite similar. And this fact is specially relevant be-
cause it is related to the probabilistic distribution flatness of the ”correctly
labelled” part of the data, which reflects the circumstance that the factor
Z(2) conveys very little information about the Y outcome. This is an essen-
tial aspect, and obviously the situation is very different in relation to Z(1).
This suggests that these differences, in relation to Z(1) and Z(2), and de-
pending on the contexts established by X, could favour a selection method
based on some discriminative parameters adaptation (training), or features
selection (or structure learning), approach. Accordingly, the ”new” selec-
tion criterion and consequent method can be formulated as follows. The
cross-context conditional mutual information (CCCMI) is an information
theory measure at the basis of this method, since it estimates the mutual
information (MI) between Y and Z under the class X = Xn, considering
the context X = Xm:

IXm(Y ;Z|X = Xn) =
∑

Y

∑

Z

P (Y,Z|Xm) log
P (Y,Z|Xn)

P (Y |Xn)P (Z|Xn)
(3)
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Figure 2: Probabilist distributions corresponding to the final (enlarged) data
set.

If Xm = Xn then, obviously, the CCCMI becomes the conditional mutual
information (CMI), already denoted simply as I(Y ;Z|X = Xn). Using the
CMI and the CCCMI it can be defined the following measure

M(λ)(Y ;Z|X = Xn) = I(Y ;Z|X = Xn)−

−λ
∑

Xm 6=Xn

P (Xm)IXm(Y ;Z|X = Xn) (4)

where λ ∈ [0, 1]. Let name this measure Weighted Utility (WU) (regarding
to the Utility measure in [J. Bilmes (1999)]). If λ ∈]0, 1] then the WU dis-
counts to the CMI measure some fraction of the CCCMI weighted average,
according to the priors P (X) (obviously, the WU simply becomes the CMI
if λ = 0). Therefore, for any particular X = Xn, this measure could be
at the basis of a criterion for selecting the components of Z, in a manner
that the dependencies associated to these new components should increase
the difference between the CMI (when the context is correct) and a CCCMI
weighted average when the contexts are incorrect (∀X 6= Xn). A new mea-
sure must be defined, the Global Weighted Utility (GWU) estimating the
WU average weighted according to the probabilities P (X)

N(λ)(Y ;Z|X) =
∑

Xn

P (Xn)M(λ)(Y ;Z|X = Xn) (5)
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Obviously, also the GWU allows to adjust the relative strength of the CMI
and the CCCMI scores, meaning that it can be favoured the model descrip-
tive ability, leading to a structure that in principle increases the likelihood
of the typical data samples, or else favouring a structure that has some
potential to locally discriminate better, based on the context established
by X. Although this ability does not extends to the global model, by the
other side it can be expected that in some circumstances this criterion ef-
fectively brings practical benefits, such as the current example can illustrate
(and also some more concrete results in the Section 4 show). If applying
this measure (GWU), with the parameter λ = 1.0, to the present illustra-
tive example, with the final (augmented) data set, then Z(1) is selected since
N1.0(Y ;Z(1)|X) = 0.427 > 0.223 = N1.0(Y ;Z(2)|X). Recalling the result ob-
tained with the simpler CMI criterion, Z(2) was then selected because ”its”
CMI increased much more than the CMI related to Z(1): ∆I(Y ;Z(1)|X) =
0.208 − 0.177 = 0.031 and ∆I(Y ;Z(2)|X) = 0.427 − 0.009 = 0.419. But
that Z(2) increase ”spreads” over all the contexts, also very strongly in the
”wrong” contexts (practically uniformly, the difference is 0.42 for all CC-
CMI estimates), such as the Table 1 shows (due to the already emphasized
independence related ”distribution flatness”), so the ”new” criterion is able
to prevent choosing Z(2). It worth to notice that the ”new” criteria does

Iinitialβ (Y ;Z|α) α = F α = S I
final
β (Y ;Z|α) α = F α = S

β = F 0.009 0.006 β = F 0.426 0.422
β = S 0.009 0.011 β = S 0.426 0.428

Table 1: The CCCMI estimates for the initial and the final data sets
(Iinitialβ (Y ;Z|α) is a lighter notation of IinitialX=β (Y ;Z|X = α), i.e., the CC-
CMI in relation to the ”model” P (y, z|X = α) estimated over the data
{(y, z,X = β)}).

not change the (optimal) result obtained applying the initial criterion (max
CMI) over the initial data set 4.

The implementation of an automatic method to define the structure of
Z would then be straight, choosing the combination of a certain number
of factors in f1:K

t−M+1:t−1 essentially based on the criteria of maximizing the
GWU measure, if the needed computational resources were available and
enough data could be collected. On the contrary, quite often the data is
sparse given the dimension of the vectors X, Y and Z, preventing reliable
estimates of the defined measures and, consequently (eventually other rea-
sons exist too), the simultaneous selection of the Z components (factors in
f1:K
t−M+1:t−1) becomes practically impossible. The proposed method follows

4The pointed out Excel file newLMsml.xls fully contains the simulation ran for this
illustrative example.
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an iterative approach to find an approximate solution, eventually suboptimal
but hopefully more robust and certainly less costly, for this discrete space
problem. Accordingly, the Algorithm 1 is based on the simple strategy of
beginning with an empty Z and, at each new iteration, adding criteriously
a component to it. The Algorithm 1 requires the knowledge of f1:J

t , fJ+1:K
t

Algorithm 1 Factors selection (definition of Z)

Require: f1:K
t−M+1:t, J , K, M , DZ , λ, γ, η,TLF

Ensure: Structure of the vector Z
1: for each z ∈ f1:K

t−M+1:t−1 do

2: if I(fJ+1:K
t ; z|f1:J

t ) < γH(fJ+1:K
t |f1:J

t ) then
3: Remove z from f1:K

t−M+1:t−1

4: end if

5: end for

6: Sort f1:K
t−M+1:t−1 by descending order of N(λ)(f

J+1:K
t ; z|f1:J

t )
7: Z ⇐ ∅
8: repeat

9: z ⇐ next non-processed element in f1:K
t−M+1:t−1

10: if I(fJ+1:K
t ; z|f1:J

t ) > ηI(z; r|f1:J
t ),∀r ∈ Z then

11: Add z to Z

12: end if

13: until |Z| = DZ or all elements of f1:K
t−M+1:t−1 are processed

14: return Z

and also f1:K
t−M+1:t−1, the candidates for components of Z (or equivalently,

f1:K
t−M+1:t, J , K and M). The dimension, DZ , of the vector Z must also be
known. Requires also a representative dataset, TLF , with enough samples
of the linguistic features associated to f1:K

t−M+1:t. Besides, the algorithmic
parameters λ, γ and η must be set previously and must be known: λ is
used in the GWU measure, according to equations 4 and 5; γ is used to
access the relevance of each factor (representing a linguistic feature); and η

is used to access the redundancy associated to each factor. Essentially, the
Algorithm 1 comprises the following steps (the functions represented by the
symbols H and I are used, respectively, for the Conditional Entropy and
the CMI): 1) eliminate from f1:K

t−M+1:t−1 the linguistic factors that do not

convey enough information about fJ+1:K
t conditioned on f1:J

t (lines 1 to 5);
2) continue preparing the iteration process, sorting the remaining factors so
that those corresponding to higher GWU scores are considered more rele-
vant and therefore are given higher priority (line 6); 3) initialize Z (line 7);
4) iterate through all the remaining factors, according to the established rel-
evance ranking, selecting only those ones that, based on some heuristic, are
not redundant in relation to all the factors already selected (lines 8 to 13).

In the following section are presented results based on a modified version
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of this algorithm. That modification may be necessary in some applications
mainly because of the difficulty to estimate robustly the measures needed to
run this algorithm, due to the relatively large number of factors in fJ+1:K

t

(indeed, in many applications the ”dependent” linguistic features can be
quite numerous). In those cases, it can be tried to establish Z assuming
that the probabilistic joint-distribution associated to the factors in fJ+1:K

t ,
conditioned on f1:J

t and f1:K
t−M+1:t−1, can be fairly approximated considering

that those factors are conditionally independent each other. Sometimes this
approximation can be too much crude, but in other relevant applications may
be acceptable. With this modification, becomes possible to choose specific
components of Z for each fJ

t , f
J+1
t , . . . , fK

t and, besides, the dimension of
each Z may also be different. Therefore, instead of the main structure
corresponding to equation 2, the linguistic classes prediction model becomes

P (ct|ct−M+1:t−1) =
K
∏

i=J+1

P (f i
t |f

1:J
t , f1:K

t−M+1:t−1)
J
∏

i=1

P (f i
t |f

i
t−M+1:t−1)(6)

The operations performed in the Algorithm 2 are very similar to those in the
Algorithm 1, essentially differing on that the selection procedure is repeated,
separately, for each factor in fJ+1:K

t . Obviously, other modifications can be

Algorithm 2 Factors selection (definition of ZJ+1, ZJ+2, . . . , ZK)

Require: f1:K
t−Nc+1:t, J , K, Nc, DZi

(∀i), λ, γ, η,TLF

Ensure: Structure of the vector ZJ+1, ZJ+2, . . . , ZK

1: for each factor f j
t ∈ {fJ+1j

t , fJ+2
t , . . . , fK

t } do

2: F ⇐ f1:K
t−Nc+1:t−1

3: for each z ∈ F do

4: if I(f j
t ; z|f

1:J
t ) < γH(f j

t |f
1:J
t ) then

5: Remove z from F

6: end if

7: end for

8: Sort F by descending order of N(λ)(f
j
t ; z|f

1:J
t )

9: Zj ⇐ ∅
10: repeat

11: z ⇐ next non-processed element in F

12: if I(f j
t ; z|f

1:J
t ) > ηI(z; r|f1:J

t ),∀r ∈ Z then

13: Add z to Z

14: end if

15: until |Zj| = DZj
or all elements of F are processed

16: return Zj

17: end for

made to improve any of these baseline algorithms in order to deal more
properly with some other limitations.
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4 Results

4.1 Model structure optimization experiment

These results were obtained considering very simple applications of the ex-
posed method, in order to facilitate the experimental work. The vocabulary
is large, there are approximately 200K different words, but only three fac-
tors are used, spanning along word sequences with length (also) three. Even
if this is like a toy-problem, the obtained results illustrate the proposed
method and allow to emphasize some important properties.

Also in order to make easy emphasizing a few key aspects, and not
compromising the exposition, an unique ”isolated” factor is considered (so,
J = 1). This factor represents the morpho-syntactic tag (the part-of-speech)
associated to the actual hypothesized word, therefore, using a more intu-
itive notation, f1

t = mt (generalizing for mt−1, mt−2, etc.). Eleven dif-
ferent classes (including the class other) are considered, so that mt ∈
{ADJ,ADV,CONJ,DET,NOM,P,PR,PRP,PRP+DET,V,other} 5. For the same
reason, also only two ”non-isolated” factors are considered, f2

t and f3
t , repre-

senting respectively the gender inflection and the number inflection associ-
ated to the current word. Accordingly, the following notation is going to be
used: gt instead of f2

t , and nt replacing f3
t (generalizing for gt−1, nt−1, etc.).

It is important to emphasize that the choice of these three factors, and their
”isolated” versus ”non-isolated” splitting, was based not only on linguistic
considerations but also, among other practical aspects, was conditioned by
the available annotation material (for the 200K words corpus).

Table 4.1 shows the notation used to represent the factors associated to
the (length 3) words sequences, and its correspondence in terms of linguistic
features and word position (symbol t). The initial results that are going to be

Symbol Linguistic feature Position

mt morpho-syntaxe tag actual word

mt−1 morpho-syntaxe tag previous word

mt−2 morpho-syntaxe tag two words before

gt gender inflection actual word

gt−1 gender inflection previous word

gt−2 gender inflection two words before

nt number inflection actual word

nt−1 number inflection previous word

nt−2 number inflection two words before

Table 2: Notation and meaning associated to the factors used.

5Further details, including the program used to create those part-of-speech tags, can
be found in http://speech-rec-vcp.com .
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presented were obtained using only words which factor mt can be associated
to the factor gt taking the value masculine, or else feminine; for instance,
in the Portuguese language, adjectives (ADJ) are included but verbs (V) are
not. So, these results consider gt ∈ G2 = {masculine, feminine}. To allow
some important remarks, later results consider also the words corresponding
to a third class, neuter, for the gender inflection, either because the related
principal feature has no gender inflection (e.g., the verbs), or because that
information is not available (indeed, these results used the whole available
data, which is incompletely annotated). Accordingly, these results consider
gt ∈ G3 = {masculine, feminine, unknown}. In an analogous manner, in
the initial results the number inflection considers just two classes, so that
nt ∈ N2 = {singular, plural}, and for the later results is also considered
a third class, so that nt ∈ N3 = {singular, plural, unknown}.

Such as noted before, all these results were obtained using the modified
version (Algorithm 2, in the Appendix) of the proposed algorithm. There-
fore, specific factors Zg and Zn are defined for gt and nt, respectively.

The results in Table 2 were obtained with gt ∈ G2. Automatically, the
vector Zg is defined as the table shows, for the two extreme values of the
λ parameter. It can be seen that if only one factor is selected (DZg = 1),

Order λ = 0 λ = 1

fisrt gt−1 gt−1

second gt−2 mt−1

third mt−1 gt−2

fourth nt mt−2

fifht mt−2 nt−1

sixth nt−1 nt

seventh nt−2 nt−2

Table 3: Automatic selection order of the factors in Zg when the gender
inflection of the actual word gt ∈ G2 (masculine or feminine).

then for the two extreme values of λ the same feature is selected, which
is, such as expected, the gender inflection associated to the previous word.
The following factors have their selection order depending on λ (it could
be confirmed that in the case of values between 0 and 1 those differences
occur mostly in ”the last choices” if λ is small, such as expected). However,
for instance if DZg = 3 (three factors are selected), the same features are
proposed for both values of λ (the second and third choices change places).
For larger values of DZg much less informative features are available, either
considering only the correct contexts or discounting the contributions for the
incorrect contexts, and the differences on the selection order also increase.
However, in practice these ”last choices” do not deserve any attention.
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The key point is that the agreement scenario (for gt ∈ G2) for the ”first
choices” changes substantially if considering gt ∈ G3, such as the results in
the Table 3 show. Now, if DZg = 1 and λ = 0 the factor automatically

Order λ = 0 λ = 1

first nt gt−1

second gt−1 mt−2

third mt−1 gt−2

fourth mt−2 nt−2

fifth gt−2 nt−1

sixth nt−1 mt−1

seventh nt−2 nt

Table 4: Automatic selection order of the factors in Zg when the gender
inflection of actual word, gt ∈ G3 (masculine, feminine or unknown).

selected is the number inflection associated to the actual word, which is a
very surprising result. By the other side, if λ = 1 the factor selected is
the gender inflection associated to the previous word, which seems a much
more reasonable choice. Comparing these results with those obtained when
G = 2 it can be perceived that the local ability to discriminate (when λ = 1)
allowed to leave out the nt factor because even if it conveys a relatively large
amount of information about the gt outcome, that occurs for all the contexts
(correct or incorrect) established by mt. It happens that in this experiment,
the available data has a especially large effect in this different ”first choice”,
since even for the classes of mt that have no gender inflection, such as the
verbs for instance, in many data samples both gt and nt take the value
unknown. Anyhow, this experiment still illustrates the potential benefit due
to the hybrid descriptive and (locally) discriminative criterion used to decide
the structure of the model P (f2:3

t |f1
t , f

1:3
t−2:t−1).

Table 4 shows the results, analogous to those already presented, now in
relation to the factor nt ∈ N2. Automatically, the vector Zn is defined as
the table shows, for the two extreme values of the λ parameter. It can be
seen that if DZn ≤ 4, then the same factors are selected, and by the same
order, for any of the two extreme values of λ, with the number inflection
associated to the previous word being the ”first choice”, such as expected.
The differences only occur for the ”last choices”, which in principle are
completely irrelevant.

The results presented in the Table 5 refer to nt ∈ N3. Now, if DZn = 1
and λ = 0 the factor automatically selected is the gender inflection asso-
ciated to the actual word, and if λ = 1 the feature selected is the number
inflection associated to the previous word. Once again, ”without discrim-
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Order λ = 0 λ = 1

first nt−1 nt−1

second nt−2 nt−2

third mt−1 mt−1

fourth mt−2 mt−2

fifth gt gt−1

sixth gt−1 gt−2

seventh gt−2 gt

Table 5: Automatic selection order of the factors in Zn when the number
inflection of the actual word, nt ∈ N2 (singular or plural).

Order λ = 0 λ = 1

first gt nt−1

second nt−1 mt−2

third mt−1 nt−2

fourth nt−2 gt−2

fifth mt−2 gt−1

sixth gt−2 mt−1

seventh gt−1 gt

Table 6: Automatic selection order of the factors in Zn when the number
inflection of actual word, nt ∈ N3 (singular, plural or unknown).

ination” (λ = 0) the choice is rather surprising and ”with discrimination”
the choice is reasonable. The explanation for this behaviour is essentially
the same of the gt factor.

Finally, the results in the Table 6 show that a small value for the param-
eter λ allows to change substantially the factors selection (in this particular
case, λ = 0.1 is enough to ”eliminate” gt as the first candidate), and al-
though these results refer to an artificially simple problem, they still allow
to illustrate the (non-surprising) fact that the range [0, 1] can be enough to
become effective.
The results presented were obtained with the values of the parameters γ

and η in a ”high tolerance” range. This means that γ is set so that all factors
(linguistic features) are considered to be relevant enough and η is set so that
the redundancy criteria becomes very loose too. Obviously in any practical
implementation at some moment those parameters should be tuned accord-
ing to more restrictive selection criteria, but in the scope of this exposition
those optimizations are not relevant. Anyhow, all along the many experi-
ments performed, in some cases with these parameters adjusted to strongly
restrict less-relevant and/or somewhat redundant features so that just one
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λ = 0.0 λ = 0.1 . . . λ = 0.4 λ = 0.5 . . . λ = 1.0

gt nt−1 . . . nt−1 nt−1 . . . nt−1

nt−1 nt−2 . . . nt−2 mt−2 . . . mt−2

mt−1 mt−2 . . . mt−2 nt−2 . . . nt−2

Table 7: The three selected factor (first choice in the upper line) associated
to Zn, when nt ∈ N3 and DZn = 3, for different values of λ (from 0.0 to 1.0
with increments of 0.1).

or two features could survive (it worth to notice that the selection priority
is based on the N -measure while the relevance and redundancy criteria are
based on the CMI measure), the general behaviour was observed and the
descriptive versus discriminative effects could be observed.

4.2 Comparing with the baseline class-dependent N-gram

..........

...

..........

5 Conclusions

..........
In this report was presented a new method, to the best of the author’s
knowledge, for statistical language modeling. The technical problem that
the method tries to solve, following a semi-automatic structure learning
approach, is, ultimately, alleviating the data sparsity problem. More in
concrete, it is assumed that the proposed solution is designed for a LM
dedicated to an application, in ASR for instance, satisfying the conditions:

• the vocabulary size is large (typically with more than a few thousand
words) given the available training data, so the standard methods do
not prevent, at least entirely, the over-fitting effects;

• the redundancy patterns inherent to the application can be exploited
more efficiently criteriously selecting, based also on linguistic expertise,
several linguistic features;

• some of these features can be modeled in an ”isolated” manner (e.g.,
in many applications the thematic tag may be properly modeled con-
sidering only its own history), and other(s) in an ”non-isolated” man-
ner (e.g., the gender inflection eventually depends significantly on the
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thematic tag) according to the statistical inter-dependencies naturally
associated to their behaviour.

Two main ideas are at the basis of the proposed semi-automatic method
(that address only the language modeling problem at the structural level,
in relation to the implementation and training, well known approaches may
be followed). One is related to the general principle that the overall perfor-
mance of any statistical model is directly related to the incorporation of rel-
evant knowledge about the real application. In this particular problem, the
structure of the model, based on the class-dependent N-grams and the FLM
formalisms, should be tailored, based on linguistic expertise, according to
the real properties of the application. The other idea concerns to the general
principle of parsimony, favouring models with compact structure. Accord-
ingly, the proposed method establishes the final structure trying to preserve
just the relevant statistical dependencies. The objective criteria used to
assess that relevance considers the contributions of those dependencies to
the model descriptive power and also to acquire some local discriminative
ability.

Although just preliminary experiments were performed, the obtained
results seem to confirm the confidence on the method main strengths, ul-
timately residing on the complementarity achieved combining: 1) linguistic
expertise to directly encode, at the structural level, relevant knowledge; 2)
an automatic data-driven method based on objective criteria and on solid
information theory concepts, trying to achieve a parsimonious structure pre-
serving enough descriptive power and presenting some local discriminative
ability that brings interesting properties.
..........
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